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We're blessed to be alive at a time when there is immense
technological development happening in all sectors across the globe.
One of them, being the Internet which has given shape to how the
entire planet communicates, consumes knowledge, entertains, and
even shops.
 
We're even more fortunate to be at a stage when the Internet is STILL
a goldmine waiting to be tapped.

A few years ago, online eCommerce technology was still at a nascent
stage and only those who could afford high-end servers and teams of
coders were able to create their storefronts.
 
A few years from now, the marketplace will be highly competitive and
there will be millions of online stores trying to grab a piece of the pie.
 
Right NOW is the moment and the opportunity to create your own
eCom business that thrives for years to come - and dropshipping is
the easiest business model in eCommerce. So let's dive in...
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The first thing you need to understand about the
dropshipping business is that its NOT a "Get Rich
Quick" scheme. In fact, not even close. Its a
legitimate eCommerce business model that has been
around for a long time and will continue for years to
come.
 
As with any business, it comes with its fair share of
challenges, setbacks, and issues. No challenge is too
big or too small - but all challenges have a solution.
 
That's the key word: SOLUTION.
 
I'll come to the solution mindset in a few pages, but
for now keep an open mind, and know that there are
thousands of people all across the world - who are
sitting in their homes, running a global eCommerce
business without holding any inventory and making
bank!
 
My journey started with a bunch of LIVE YouTube
videos where I launched my dropshipping business.
No one has ever been able to create and scale such a
transparent dropshipping business in front of
thousands of people.

The reason is simple: Anyone can copy my products
and start using them. 
 
That's why no one reveals their stores. Those who
attemped to accomplish what I'd done - either ran
their stores for a few days or a few weeks. At the
time of writing this, I'm close to a year running my
Common Panda store that has been an inspiration to
tens of thousands of people - maybe even yourself.
 
And the coolest part about this story is that I've
hardly worked on this store this past year. The first
3-4 months, I worked really hard in testing and
finding my winners. After that, its been a breeze. I've
probably worked less than 30 minutes a day on
average on this store - and THAT my friend, is
"Passive Income"
 
 There's only one way to

arrive at the stage of
PASSIVE INCOME:
No matter what happens -
don't give up!



The Dropshipping Business Model

DROPSHIPPING

WINNING PRODUCTS TYPES OF WINNERS

TRADITIONAL ECOM

Place bulk orders with suppliers

Small Winner

Decent Winner

Blockbuster Winner
This leads to passive income- Keeps
generating sales profitably for several
months or years

Gets sales for a few days & then stops

All you need is ONE. While that is true - not all
winners are created equal. What might be a winner

for you might not be a winner for someone else and
vice versa. That funda does work in your favour

because once you do find a winner, most won't be
able to replicate your success. That being said, to

increase your chances of finding a winner - test
products that have worked for others, or ones that
are trending right now. It has to be something that

makes the "niche prospect" stop in their tracks and
makes them want to buy impulsively.

Brings some profit for a week or two &
then stops performing.

To sum it up, dropshipping is basically the easiest way to start an eCommerce business. 

Store products in own warehouse

Ship products & manage logistics
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PRE REQUISITES
BUDGET TIME MINDSET

Money! That's what brought you
here and that's what's needed to
build a solid business. You dump

enough capital in a business,
and it will take off.

 
But since everyone does not

have a million dollars to splurge
in a dropshipping business -

what's more important is HOW
you allocate and spend your

budget.
 

Running a Dropshipping
business does not require a LOT

of investment because you're
not actually buying products in

bulk from suppliers.
 

But...
 

You will need to spend some
money to drive paid traffic to

test your products and attempt
to find your winners.

 
In order to do that effectively -
divide your budget in sections
and stick to your goals. If you

start to run out of money, either
stick to free traffic methods or

try to generate some more
investment capital.

 
This is called FINANCIAL EQUITY

Time and effort are related. When
I say "time", I'm actually implying

the work you put in your
business...

 
For those who know how to

manage time and work on tasks
in a self-motivated fashion, time

will do wonders for their business
and career.

 
But...

 
If you're getting in this business
thinking you can laze around all

day with the "build it and they will
come" approach, time will fly

away and so will your potential
success.

 
When I started my career, I did

not have money to spend on
building a business. Heck, I

started my business so that I
could stop taking pocket money

from my parents.
 

But what I did have was TIME.
And lots of it. Its amazing what

happens when you first REALIZE
where you're wasting time and

secondly STOP those activities to
focus on your business. Magical!

 
This is called SWEAT EQUITY

I want to be upfront and tell you
that your mind can either be your
best friend or your worst enemy.

 
In the first chapter of this

Handbook, I mentioned that you
will face challenges.

 
Without taking the risk of being
judgemental, I want to tell you

right now that MOST people do not
have the frame of mind to

approach business with a "solution
mindset"

 
That MAY by you too, but the good
news is you can train your mind to
radically shift the way you look at

problems.
 

Start by creating your personal and
financial goals. Then pick a goal,

and solely focus on it. Tell yourself
this: "No matter what happens, I

will not quit."
 

And then STICK to your goal.
That's your only purpose in life

until you attain it. There are always
solutions out there to every single

challenge. 
 

Believe me... I've faced them all!
 

This is called MENTAL EQUITY



WHAT'S IN A NAME?
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Your store name will be your identity and
brand. Which means, the domain name you
choose will be your store name and the URL
people visit when they want to buy from you.
 
Choosing a brandable store name is the first
step in launching your own dropshipping
business. 
 
On the right, you'll see some characteristics
of good, brandable domain names.
 
Below, you'll see some interesting ways to
get inspiration to find that one domain name
that will determine how your brand is known
and perceived.
 

For inspiration, look at the store names of the top 100 Shopify
stores from myip.ms. Observe the wordplay and ease of
pronouncing and remembering these store names.

- Memorable
 
- Short (1 to 3 words)
 
- Pronounceable
 
- Brandable
 
- Relatable
 
Don't use words like "store" or
"cart" or "deal" or "offer"

- Favourite Animal/Bird/Fish
- Favourite Word
- Favourite Color
 
Combine your favourites to create
something that resonates with you!

- LeanDomainSearch
- Bustaname
- Godaddy Domains
 
Keep it simple - stick to a .com
domain name.

CHARACTERISTICS

WHAT'S YOUR FAVOURITE? RESEARCH TOOLS

brand



BRANDING
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How you present your store is how people will perceive your brand. Things have evolved a
lot since the days when business had to run billboards, or full page newspapers ads, or
even TV spots in order to brand themselves.
 
In the digital age, especially in the context of Dropshipping businesses, the core branding
elements are highlighted on this page. Follow the guidelines mentioned here and you
should be able to position your store in a positive light to a certain demographic - even if
you have a general store.
 
For example: The Common Panda logo and colour scheme appeals to the middle class
population, especially women. I specifically chose the purple colour and the cute Panda
image for showcasing a fun and unique store with a personality.

This is the essence of your store and how people will
perceive your brand. Some core guidelines to follow:
- 2 to 3 colours
- Transparent PNG
- Memorable Icon
- Clean and Pleasing
- Rectangular Aspect Ratio

Choose one primary colour and one secondary colour. One of the biggest mistakes
beginners make in designing their store, is they go overboard with a myriad of
colours which not only looks unprofessional - but also turns off prospect buyers.

Why did you open the store? Why should people care about your store? What’s the
reasoning behind the products on your store? Answering these will help you
formulate a nice story. Be creative with this. Even personal stories work.

The memorable ICON in your logo becomes your FB Page profile pic - preferably
with your primary colour background. For the FB Page Cover, I recommend coming
up with a tagline graphic. 

Using the OrderlyEmails app, you can customize your post-purchase emails. But I
recommend doing so AFTER you’ve found your first decent or blockbuster winner.
For now, you should customize your autoresponder and abandonment emails.

LOGO

COLORS

ABOUT STORY

FB ASSETS

EMAILS



INSIDE Shopify
The primary reason I recommend Shopify as your
eCommerce platform is because of the ease of use
and extreme flexibility of enabling all sorts of
automation without writing a single line of code -
using the apps ecosystem.
 
I’ve tried out quite a few eCom platforms over the
years, but none came close to being so beginner
friendly like Shopify. 
 
So know you’re in good hands because Shopify will
make your life very easy, that you’ll notice especially
when you start scaling and growing your store.
 
In this section, we’re going to do a quick dive inside
various parts of the Shopify Backend (the console to
manage your store) - and you can refer to these in
the future as well if you’re stuck.
 
As soon as you login to your Shopify backend, you’re
greeted with that familiar dashboard that showcases
your sales stats for today and gives you a glimpse at
how your store is doing.
 
I highly recommend installing the Shopify app on
your phone (both Android and iOS apps available) so
that you can manage your store on the go. And get
those “Ka-ching” sounds whenever you get a sale.
It’s too good!

You can manage your store settings easily by using
the ‘Settings’ link on the bottom left. It takes you to
a console where you can change your:
 
1. General settings (Store name, address, account
and customer support email, currency, and
timezone)
 
2. Shipping (Create Shipping Zones for US and rest
of the world when you’re starting out. I recommend
sticking with Free Shipping)
 
3. Taxes (Tick ‘taxes are included in my price’ when
you’re starting out. Uncheck this when you reach a
stage of acquiring 20+ orders a day)
 
4. Account (Update your Shopify subscription, and
manage ‘Staff Accounts’)
 
5. Checkout (The holy grail of checkout settings -
lets you customize how your customers complete
their purchase)
 
6. Billing (View your invoices and update your billing
info)
 
7. Payment Gateways…
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PAYMENT
GATEWAYS

OR

+

IF/WHEN AVAILABLE

EXPRESS
CHECKOUT

Being from India, the topic of Payment Gateways leads to
unending discussions about the lack of choices and the amount
of effort needed to set up Shopify Payments. 
 
I’ve studied the effects of enabling and disabling different
payment gateways. 
 
While the BEST combination you can set up on your store is that
of (Stripe or Shopify Payments) + (PayPal Express Checkout); as
of writing this Handbook, we still don’t have Stripe available for
the public in India just yet. 
 
Its currently in private beta and should be rolled out soon. 
 
Until that happens, just stick with PayPal and keep it simple.
 
Most customers worldwide are more used to buying from PayPal
anyways. 
 
Even though I started a US company and after going through a
lot of hoops, enabled Shopify Payments on my store - still 60%
plus of my sales come through PayPal.

There are a few caveats associated
with a PayPal account.
 
- Your PayPal funds will
automatically be transferred to your
linked bank account. You cannot use
those funds for any online
purchases.
 
- You NEED a PayPal Business
Account to be future proof. Link your
GST number and company
information with your PayPal
account.
 
- Indians cannot pay another Indian
PayPal account in USD. They can pay
in INR though. So that is a problem if
you want to test your checkout
process.
 
- When your business grows, your
PayPal account will be put on review
and they will ask for a bunch of
documentation. Just be honest with
them and send them everything they
ask for. It doesn’t disrupt your
business and the most they can do is
put a fixed reserve plus a rolling
reserve on your account.
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SHOPIFY APPS

MUST-HAVE APPS

EVEN MORE APPS

RECOMMENDED APPS

One of the reasons you’d want to run your store
on the Shopify platform is APPS. There are
several “people roles” that can be fulfilled via
apps. 
 
While it can be alluring to install a bunch of apps
as soon as you launch your store, I recommend
otherwise. 
 
Go slow and let your business metrics determine
which apps you should install.
 
The dropshipping business model is largely based
around sourcing products from China, and more
specifically AliExpress. So the first app you need
to install is a dropshipping automation app.
 
Based on your budget, you can either go for the
free Oberlo app (upto 50 orders a month), or the
monthly subscription based Dropified app, or the
one-pay (albeit large amount) Zero Up app. In my
Bizathon3 series, I recommended the Zero Up
app because that’s what I used to run my store.
However, all these apps perform quite similarly.

These apps should be installed as
soon as you open your Shopify
store

These are some apps that I have
found useful in certain situations.
But only install these when you
really NEED their functionality.

Install these apps as soon as you've found your
first small/decent winner. Most of these come with
free trials. 

Oberlo/Dropified
Klaviyo
Lucky Orange

PushOwl
BEST Currency Converter
Crush.pics
Facebook Product Feed
Google Shopping
OrderlyEmails
TaxJar
Trackify

Wheelio
Loox Reviews
SMS Bump
In Cart Upsell
Upsell Bundles



MYRIAD OF
Restrict to a small Main Menu with a link

to all your products, FAQ page, and
Contact Page. As your product listing
grows, you can consider adding more

links to the Main Menu. The Footer Menu
shall contain links to all the required

pages. Use URL Redirects to create
short links to use in FB Ads.

Shopify allows for the creation of static
pages that can be customised to your

liking. I recommend setting up your
legal required pages as well as the

About, Contact, and FAQ pages from
here.

Customise your store to your liking
using the power of themes. While you

can choose any free theme (there are a
handful of these), I recommend sticking
to a conversion theme like the Dropship
Theme that has built-in features to help

drive more sales.

Easily manage all your products and edit
them from this tab. This also allows for

editing multiple products in one go. 

You can create manual and automatic
collections (by applying some filters)
and display those collections on the
frontend for your visitors to easily
access specific types of products. Filters
allow you to showcase the products you
want in a particular collection.

Discounts are the bread and butter of
eCom businesses. From seasonal offers,
to retargeting discounts, to multi-item
deals - all of this is possible using the
Discount Codes area inside Shopify. I
recommend creating several different
discount codes ranging from 5% to
30% and using them in your marketing.

Get an in depth look at the orders that
came your way and handle fulfilment or
even draft orders for closing customers
manually. I also use the draft orders
section to send over replacement
orders.

There’s a bunch of data to analyze once
your store starts to get consistent sales.
These metrics help you track your
growth and analyze what effort might
help in getting a better AOV or ACV.
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NAVIGATION

COLLECTIONS

PAGES

DISCOUNTS

THEMES

ORDERS

PRODUCTS

ANALYTICS

Awesomeness
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FINDING HOT
PRODUCTS

Once you understand and implement the basics of setting up your store, the next step is to
find products that might be your winners. 
 
As mentioned earlier, there are 3 types of winners and your goal is to test out as many
products as you can to find your own small, decent, and blockbuster winners. The buyer’s
mindset with dropshipping businesses is a little different than traditional retail. 
 
We’re looking to capture impulse purchases from our visitors. And that won’t be possible if
the products you advertise are common and found in any supermarket. That’s also why we
don’t advertise in “price sensitive” markets like India. 

An impulse buy works like this: Your ad is shown on a prospect’s FB feed, and they are
intrigued by it since its something that they would like to own and have never seen before. 
 
They click through to your store and check up on the product details and price. If they are
able to trust your store, they place an order and you’ve captured that impulse purchase. 

The trick is in finding those unique and interesting items that
force impulse buys. There are several ways to hunt down such
products. So let’s dive in…
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FINDING HOT PRODUCTS

Facebook Searches
Since our business model primarily consists of driving traffic from FB Ads, it helps to know
what’s actually working on Facebook right now. 
 
Thankfully, Facebook does help with our product research. Putting in a few specific keywords
in Facebook, and after a little bit of digging in, it gets pretty easy to find out what others are
selling on Facebook.

There are also several spy tools that help hunt down winning product ideas. Use them at your
discretion and don't just rely on those tools.

“50% off today”
 

“Get yours today”
 

“Get yours here”
 

“50% Off + Free Shipping”
 

"Get yours now"
 

"60% off"

After Searching, go to “Posts”, “Images”, or “Videos” tab and
filter the results for “Date Posted” as the current or last
month. 
 
Spend some time browsing through the results and what
you’re looking for are ads that have gotten several
hundred/thousand shares. 
 
Click through on the website and find the AliExpress product
that matches the advertised product.

Another interesting way to find a lot more winning
products is by finding out dropshipping FB pages, and
then going to the Facebook Ad Library. Facebook will
literally show you all the ads that that page is running in
a specific country. Gold!

KEYWORDS TO SEARCH
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FINDING HOT PRODUCTS

Rabbit Hole Method
AliExpress is a treasure trove of products and once you find a product that’s working
well for others, take the cue and try to find other related products in that niche. 
 
Or try to find a discounted deal from some other vendor on AliExpress for the same
product - so you can beat the pricing of your competitor stores.
 
Since AliExpress is an eCommerce store like Amazon or FlipKart - its in THEIR best
interest to try and close sales. 

The algorithm of AliExpress has a LOT of data from the millions
of transactions that happen on its platform every month.
AliExpress KNOWS which products are hot and which products
YOU are likely to buy when browsing on their website. 
 
“Related Products”, “Search Recommendations”, “Other
Sellers”, “Best Sellers” and other features inside AliExpress
guide you towards hot products that are selling right now. 

I’ve been able to find some sneaky hidden products using this
method. Just take out a few minutes and start browsing casually.
Keep taking notes when you see something interesting. There’s a
good chance that clicking around in AliExpress will land you on a
unique product as well.

Let’s say you search for “Nail Gel” on
AliExpress. AE will show you the results
that make you more likely to buy a Nail
Gel item from them. That automatically

points you to the products that are
working right now.

I use the Rabbit Hole Method to deep dive into a
product; find related products, other bestsellers from a
particular vendor, other related vendors and their
bestsellers, and so on.
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FINDING HOT PRODUCTS

Uncovering Winners
As the saying goes: “Don’t reinvent the wheel”. One
of the quickest ways to get a head start with your
dropshipping business is to find products that are
already working well for other drop shippers. 
 
Remember, there is no guarantee that a product
which sells like crazy for a particular store will ALSO
sell well on your store. 
 
The reverse is also true. Products that sell well on
your store might not sell well on many other stores.

This free tool is a fantastic way to
reverse engineer what other
successful dropshipping stores are
selling. 
 
Set up the filters so you see only the
Shopify stores sorted by traffic rank. 
 
Then browse the stores rated between
70,000 and 200,000. 
 
Find dropshipping stores from the mix
and browse their bestsellers. 
 
Also try to find their FB Pages and then
browse to the ‘Info & Ads’ tab to check
out their ads.

There are several paid memberships out
there that hunt down products regularly
and display them to their members

- Rito’s Vault
- Pexda
- Dropship Spy
- eCom Hunt
- Thieve.co
- Salesource
- Niche Scraper

The same products listed on these
platforms will also be available to
hundreds of other members on their
respective platforms. A good strategy to
utilize these tools is to take one month
membership on each platform - and try
out the latest 5-10 products they’ve
listed. If it doesn’t work for you - move
on to the next platform.

MYIP.MS

RECOMMENDATION PLATFORMS



THE RIGHT WAY TO

PUBLISH
IMPORTING

COLLECTIONSSEO

VARIANTSIMAGES

DESCRIPTIONTITLE

PRICING
Use any AliExpress importing tool like
Oberlo to select a vendor and get the
product added to your store. These
tools offer the flexibility of also 
importing images and description
from AliExpress.

Keep it short and simple. Try to figure
out a way to make the product name
sound unique and catchy. Do NOT
stick to the same AliExpress titles - a
mistake many beginners make.
Example: Super Nail Gel 

I've covered the copywriting guide
for product pages on the next page,
but for now remember to take out a
few minutes and write your own
unique description. Doesn't need to
be too long. Think: Benefits!

The first image is the most important
because its the face of your product -
make it the catchiest image of the
bunch. Re-arrange the images in
order of importance. Remove any
vendor watermarks.

The general rule of thumb is to price
your products 3X the cost on
AliExpress (including shipping cost).
However, this can vary based on the
fair market value of the product. Also
add a "compare at price" figure.

Rename your variants appropriately.
Many AliExpress product variants are
titled random things like: 'A' or '17'.
Replace them with proper words that
highlight the variant. Don't keep more
than 7-8 variants.

Scroll down to the SEO section, and
set up the title and description
keeping some main keywords and
highlighting your discount/offer. Also
shorten the URL (break up multiple
words with '-')

Assign the product to at least one
collection. Shopify allows you to
place a product in multiple
collections. I recommend pooling
tightly related products in a
collection.
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PRODUCT PAGE
COPYWRITING

Highlight your discount offer and Free
Shipping/Limited Stock. 

A one liner that resonates with the prospect
audience.

A couple of lines on the PRIMARY benefit of the
product. Not "feature"... benefit!

Helps break up the text above and below. Use a
lifestyle image if possible or a screenshot from

your video ad.

A few bullet points with benefits. If its a
technical product, then features/attributes also

works in this block.

Another image to break up the text. Remember,
people are coming from a visual platform. Plain

blocks of text don't appeal to most visitors.

Take cues from the comments/messages you
receive - and answer the most common

questions here.

Re-iterate safety/security, free shipping,
customer support and refund policy

Guide 'em to click the ATC button and order
now. Close the deal!
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PREPARE TO
MARKET
Before you go guns blazing on your ads, you need
to spend some time and prepare your ad creatives.
An ad creative is pretty much THE most important
element of your entire marketing campaign. If
executed correctly, a single ad can result in 6
figures. 

I’m a big fan of Canva. In fact, this entire
Handbook was prepared using Canva. Its a

powerful tool to quickly and easily create your
Image Ad creatives.

No demo of product
needed. Just by looking

at the picture, you know
what its about.

Product needs to be
shown in real life/demo
to understand how it
works.

When you find a competitor ad running on
Facebook, don’t just download it and start
using it. 
 
Edit it out - cut out a few seconds here and
there. Add some images/text/logo. And also
add some more clips that you find on YouTube
for that product. Change the music.
 
 
 
 
When swiping videos from YouTube, use the
filters and try to use only ‘Creative Commons’
videos. If you do use other licence video clips,
then mention their channel name inside the
video ad.
 
YouTube also offers a lot of free music that you
can use in your video ads.
 
 
 
 
 
AliExpress product page listings also have
videos for some products. Download them, and
apply a few face lifts to that video before you
use it. 
 
 

Use the Slideshow tool inside your FB Ads
Manager to create slideshow videos. While

these have a lower conversion rate, they are
decent enough to validate whether a product

is HOT or NOT.

IMAGE

CANVA IS YOUR FRIEND

SLIDESHOWS

THE ART OF COPYING

VIDEO



FACEBOOK AD 
EXAMPLES
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Facebook Ads is just a traffic source. Its important to
remember that there are several ways to drive traffic to
your Dropshipping store, and FB Ads is one of them. 
 
While many swear by IG Influencers and others are fans
of Google Adwords (and I’ve tried both of them), I
prefer FB Ads because its predictable, scalable, and is a
social platform with millions of real buyers.
 
There is a learning curve if you’re new to Facebook
Ads, but its by no means “Rocket Science” - and you
can get a good hold of the platform after running your
first few campaigns.

Set up your ad account by going to: business.facebook.com. I recommend the following ad account
settings (if possible):
 
Time Zone: America/Los Angeles
Currency: USD or INR

You will need to add your payment method before launching your first ad. Also remember to set up
your pixel before you launch your first ad.

The Facebook Pixel is a holy grail of information because anyone who visits your store and does any
activity on your store - is all captured and memorized by the Pixel. 
 
Using that data, you can create Custom Audiences, launch Retargeting ads, create Lookalikes, and
much more. 
 
The more data your pixel has, the better your ads perform. That being said, every pixel starts from
no data. 
 
People who visit your store will automatically feed your pixel with data. Set up your pixel by going to
the Pixels tab from inside your Ads Manager, grab the Pixel ID, and paste it inside Shopify.

FIRST STRATEGY
FB ADS

SETTING UP AD ACCOUNT

INSTALLING THE PIXEL

IMPORTANT THINGS TO REMEMBER

Thoroughly read FB Ads policies.

Make sure you have a registered
company and a working card handy.

Your decisions need to be based on
numbers, not emotions
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The Goal of the First Sale Chart is to negate losing products
as quickly as possible. 
 
The Dropshipping business is all about finding that winning
product. In order to find a winning product, its necessary to
test multiple products. 
 
Some might find success in their first product test, some
might have to test 100 products to find a blockbuster winner.
The ONLY way you can increase your chances of finding that
winner, is by ensuring you spend your budget wisely. 
 
According to the first sale chart, you spend a minimum of $15
and a maximum of $45 for testing a single product. On
average, you should spend about $25 to $30 in testing a
product. 
 
This sort of aggressive testing is especially built for the
budget conscious Indian advertisers. 
 
To LEARN ABOUT TUBER, WATCH THIS VIDEO:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_dtg6vWWaNU

ROAS around TUBER: Let the ad set continue for another 24-48 hours. If the ROAS goes
down, turn it off. 
 
Lesser ATCs But ROAS > TUBER: Let the ad set continue as long as the ROAS holds strong. 
 
EOQ Effect: ROAS above TUBER is acceptable. Let ad set run as long as it holds above that
ROAS.
 
Q4 Effect: ROAS at least 20% over TUBER is acceptable. Let ad set run as long as it holds
above that mark.
 
Mid Ticket Items (Product Price: $30 to $100): Double all the parameters of the first sale
chart (except ROAS). 
 
High Ticket Items (Product Price: $100 and above): Quadruple all the parameters of the
first sale chart (except ROAS). 

PRODUCT TESTING
FB ADS

MODIFICATIONS ALLOWED

1 PRODUCT

1 CAMPAIGN

1 AD CREATIVE

6 AD SETS

3 DAY TEST

T ROAS GOAL
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The first sale chart is meant to identify potential winners. The first 6 ad sets
will let you know if there are legs to the product you intend on scaling. Once
you’ve validated the product, its time to move on to the scaling end of things.

SCALING METHODS
FB ADS

Launch 6-7 new ad sets in a new CBO with similar interests to the ones that gave you a
ROAS > TUBER in the testing phase.
 
Also duplicate the winning campaign with double the budget and track it for 3 days.
 
If some of those newly created ad sets also bring in a ROAS > TUBER, then its time to
move on to the next level.

VERIFY PROMISING PRODUCTS

1
SCALING LEVEL #1
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Duplicate 5-6 of your best your winning ad sets in a newe CBO with a higher budget. We
recommend around $100-$300 per day.
 
Create a custom audience of those who visited that particular product page and did not
purchase in the last 3 days. Then create a retargeting campaign using that custom
audience. Use the same ad. Just tweak the ad copy to give a 10% off discount coupon.
Start with a $5 budget, and increase your budget based on the amount of traffic you
receive using your targeting ad sets.   2
SCALING LEVEL #2

Within a few days, you should have accumulated a few hundred purchases. Launch
lookalikes on purchases (180 days), pixel value-based source, ATCs (90 days),  visitors
(60 days), and video viewers 95% (60 days) - 1%, 2%, 2-5%
 
Create a new CBO with 5 ad sets. Each ad set will have 1%,2%, and 2-5% of the
respective lookalikes that you just created. Set a budget of at least $200 and track
performance of that ad set like a hawk.
 
Finally, repeat the entire process on Worldwide campaigns. Identify your best
performing countries and then scale in those particular countries. 3
SCALING LEVEL #3



How can you generate more income from the same product and the
same traffic?
 
There are three things to explore when it comes to boosting your
income with your winners and I personally follow all three once I’ve
identified my winner.

MORE FROM THE
SAME

If you currently get 2 customers from 100 visitors,
then what can you do to get 3 customers from
that same traffic? With an Average Order Value of
$30, you will have instantly added $30 per 100
visitors to your bottom line.
 
I use the Lucky Orange App to track visitors and
how they behave on my store. Then I reverse
engineer and look at potential areas of
improvement:
- Images
- Description
- Pricing
- Trust Factor
- Speed
- Abandonment
 
By making some changes and tracking conversion
rates, I am able to reach the optimal conversion
rate over time.

CONVERSION RATE
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If a customer currently spends $30 on average
for their order, how can you increase it to $35 or
$40?
 
Here’s how:
 
- Create manual kits combining your winning
product with other tightly related products (only
possible on some types of products)
- Create bundles and allow people to purchase
multiple items from your product page rather
than a single variant.
- In-Cart Upsell to get people to either buy more
of the same, or more related products. Need to
test which one works better for you.
- Create a manual variant with something like:
“All Colors (60% Off)”. This is possible for
products with multiple colors.

AVERAGE ORDER VALUE (AOV)

Don’t let your customers forget you once they’ve placed their first order. You’ve done the
hard work of convincing them to buy from you - now make them spend more. 
 
Here are some ways to do that:
- Create a segmented list of customers in your Email Service Provider (by amount spent
on a product) and send automated emails to each segment.
- Create an autoresponder series with not just promotions, but also good content to push
customers towards their next purchase.
- Offer excellent customer service. I’ll cover more on this on the next page.

AVERAGE CUSTOMER VALUE (ACV)



CUSTOMER
SUPPORT

One of the unsexiest topics around this business model (according to most) is Customer Support. I’m a
big believer in taking care of customers. If someone paid you money, then its your responsibility that
their needs are met and they’re HAPPY with their purchase. 
 
This results in taking some drastic decisions sometimes - like issuing free replacements, issuing refunds
while asking the customer to keep the product, and finally, spending a lot of time trying to understand
and help your customers.
 
Since each store is different, the type of customers you will get will probably be different from mine - and
so, there’s no fixed formula. The biggest tip I can give you is: Be Empathetic Towards Your Customers!
 
Showing empathy shows that you care. And the decisions you will take when faced with refunds and
returns will be in line with your customer’s expectations.
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AD POSTS

MESSAGES

EMAILS

When I launch a product on FB Ads, and it starts to show promise - I spend hours
combing through various comments and replying to prospects in those comments.
That does help me close more sales - but more importantly, shows me the most
common issues/concerns/questions that people have with that product and I
address those pain points in the product description. 

I’ll be honest - nowadays, I don’t spend any time managing messages on my FB page.
But when I started my store, I used to reply to almost all messages that came on my
page. When you’re interacting one-on-one with someone, you’re able to understand
where they are coming from and the buying/selling process becomes much more
personal. I’ve been able to close a lot of sales via FB Messages.

Replying to emails is one of the most time consuming parts of running a drop
shipping business. The more sales you get, the more emails your customers will send
your way asking about “Where’s my order” or “Why hasn’t it shipped yet?” Or “I hate
this piece of junk” or “Thank you so much” etc etc. I have outsourced all of this
now, but in the early days - I used to respond to all emails.



CURRENCY 
CONVERSION

I’ve had some intense discussions with my wife wherein I would express my frustrations with the amount of
money I lose because of currency conversion and she just says: “there there”. 
 
That’s because that’s not in our control. 
 
I’ve tried a lot of different ways to try and save some small percentage of currency conversion fees, but to no
avail. That’s why running a dropshipping business is much more easier for a US citizen than an Indian citizen. 

But enough cribbing. Here’s the currency conversion costs you should expect while running your
dropshipping business:
 
1. All payments for Shopify Subscriptions, VAs, Order Fulfillment, and FB Ads will be done in USD. So add in
about 4% (plus 18% GST on that 4%) with any USD expense you make using your card. For example, if the
current USD-INR conversion rate is 70 and you place an order on AliExpress for $10 - then you will actually
be charged about Rs. 733 instead of a flat Rs. 700. While that might not seem like much - but these costs add
up and it does eat up your margins.
 
2. Any payments transferred to your bank account from Paypal will also accrue a similar 4% (plus 18% GST
on that 4%). Additionally, since PayPal charges a transaction fee on every transaction of about 4.4% - and
even that amount attracts 18% GST. Effectively bringing your transaction fees to over 5%.
 
Overall, you should keep a margin of about 7% of your total revenue that will go POOF just because of
currency conversion. 
 
While that definitely hurts sometimes, and feels unfair that US citizens don’t face these losses - remember
this: You’re from India! You don’t have that many expenses anyway. Services, Labor, Food, Accommodation,
Travel, Utilities, and Rent are all much cheaper in India than the US. Suddenly life seems good, right?

QUICK TIP: For many Indians, the FB Ads fees will be deducted in INR instead of USD. That does save you
some currency conversion charges. You’ll just need to fire up the calculator to know how your business is
performing.
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Its something you will have to get used to. No two ways around it.
Factor in those costs while running your business.



THE PATH TO
PASSIVE INCOME
AKA The Hills Of Effort

Generating Passive Income with your dropshipping business is the ultimate objective to shoot for. Since a
lot of tasks associated with running this business can be outsourced, it does have potential to become a
passive income machine. But there’s a lot of misinformation about passive income and I wanted you to
have a REAL perspective at what it takes to build and sustain a passive income machine.

Imagine your business like a car without an engine that has got to keep moving on a hilly
terrain. Seems impossible, right? Even so, you start pushing the car uphill and it just keeps
getting tougher with every step. Then you have potholes and speed breakers (you know, when
in India) that really frustrate and exhaust you. But there’s nothing else on your mind other than
to keep pushing that car. Slowly and steadily, you do get a hang of it. Suddenly you see
someone walking towards you and you ask them to help you push the car. You’ll give them
some money for helping you out and since they want to help you out, while making some dough
in the process - even they start pushing the car with you. Soon you have a couple more people
helping you push the car and you reach the peak of that hill. 
 
And you know what you get from here? A slope! The car will just follow gravity’s cue and keep
moving on its own. You just need to steer it so that it doesn’t fall off the edge. 
 
When you finally reach bottom and the new uphill begins, the momentum of the car will take it
further - but you need to quickly start pushing again. Don’t let the momentum die out,
otherwise it’ll be like you started from scratch. 
 
This, my friend is how a passive income business works. You have to put in a lot of hard work,
money and/or time in setting up the business and making sure it kicks off the ground. You find
some small and decent winners in the process and so, you hire people to handle the mundane
tasks. This frees up your time to test more products until you find your blockbuster winner -
and then you’ll notice sales keep coming in daily and there’s pretty much no effort that you’re
putting in, except managing FB ads for a few minutes every day. You ride that momentum for a
few months and when that winner starts to saturate - you push hard and try to find your next
blockbuster winner BEFORE the previous one completely dies out.
 
You need to remember there is no push button solution and there’s no substitute for hard work.
You will face challenges (potholes and speed breakers) along the way, but they too shall pass.
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ABOVE AND
Beyond...
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Dropshipping is not the end game. If you want to scale your business to new heights, you need to
try out some more business models that ensure you’re not putting all your eggs in one basket. 
 
That being said, its important to first find success with a general store and then branch out to the
models highlighted below. Running a successful dropshipping business will have automatically
brought you skills and business experience to handle these new ventures with confidence.

Create unique designs based on competitor
research on what’s working right now and
have them printed on T-shirts, Hoodies, Mugs,
Caps etc. 
 
There are automated POD services (Printful)
with an excellent Shopify integration that help
automate pretty much everything apart from
creating your unique designs and driving
traffic.

When you REALLY hit it off with your brand
and become a name to reckon with, the next
course of action is to open retail outlets and
grab customers from the physical realm. Or
source from local vendors and sell online in
India. 
 
While I cannot comment on HOW to do this
effectively because I personally haven’t tried
this (yet), I do know people who have gone
this route and expanded their business
successfully.

Once you’ve found a blockbuster winner on
your general store, then also consider
opening a niche store around that winner’s
niche. 
 
All the products listed in that niche store, and
the branding of that store will be around that
particular winner’s niche. This does help
increase your AOV and ACV.

I’ve used services like ShipBob and Dollar
Fulfilment who have warehouses in the US to
offer my customers fast shipping. 
 
The way this works is when you find a
blockbuster winner, you need to find suppliers
for that product on Alibaba and strike a deal
with them for a few hundred units. They will
ship the items to the 3PL warehouse and then
they will handle the printing, packing, and
shipping. 
 
Its a style of dropshipping wherein you’re
placing larger orders at a discounted rate with
confidence because you know you’ll easily sell
those units.

PRINT ON DEMAND

TRADITIONAL ECOM & RETAIL

NICHE STORES

3PL (3RD PARTY LOGISTICS)
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